The analysis of deterministic discrete-time cash flows is reduced to the analysis of the properties of a non-commutative real polynomial ring. Composition formulas for the probabilistic measures of duration and convexity of cash flow products are derived. To immunize a liability cash flow product against convex shift factors of the term structure of interest rates, it suffices to immunize its factors serially. Moreover, the cash flow risk of a product identifies with the convolution of its serial cash flow risk components. Several concrete examples illustrate the discussed results.
Introduction
The financial success of a business is often reduced to the analysis of its present and future cash flows. In the special situation of deterministic discrete-time cash flows, this analysis can be done using polynomial algebra. We discuss some new and interesting algebraic and probabilistic aspects of deterministic cash flow analysis, which are motivated by several concrete examples.
Following the modern pricing methodology, the current arbitragefree price of a cash flow is uniquely determined by the current prices of all zero coupon bonds in a frictionless, competitive and discrete trading economy. This insight uses in part the fundamental term structure of interest rates (abbreviated TSIR), whose basic properties are summarized in Section 2. In this framework, a cash flow is uniquely determined by its price-discount function (Theorem 3.1), which turns out to be a finite degree polynomial in the real polynomial ring [ ] x R , where the variable x can be interpreted as the one-period discount factor of the cash flow. Since
is algebraically a unique factorization domain, every discrete-time cash flow is a product of one-and two-period cash flows (Theorem 3.2). However, the multiplication of cash flows can be given different alternative economic contents. Following a recent proposal (Costa 1997) , we show in Section 4 that unless the term structure is flat, the considered multiplication of cash flows is not commutative. This leads in general to a non-commutative polynomial ring
[ ]

{
; , } R x + * , whose properties should be exploited in the practical analysis of cash flows.
A main subject of considerable interest, to which the above concept applies, is immunization theory. Two key notions are the duration and convexity of a cash flow, which are usually defined analytically. In the often encountered special situation of nonnegative cash flows, for example in asset and liability management, these notions can be defined in a probabilistic way, as shown in Section 5. The analytical and probabilistic measures of duration and convexity are equal for flat term structures, but differ slightly in general. In several simulations of the approximations to the price change of a cash flow under a shift of the term structure, the probabilistic approximations are more accurate than the analytical ones. For this reason, we prefer the probabilistic notions. The composition formulas for the analytical measures of duration and convexity of cash flow sums and products are formulated for the probabilistic measures (Theorems 5.1 to 5.3). The alternative approach allows for a very precise probabilistic interpretation of the cash flow risk associated to a cash flow product. As shown later in Theorem 7.1, the cash flow risk of a product identifies with the convolution of its serial cash flow risk components.
Sections 6 recalls the required main facts from deterministic immunization theory, which are based on the simplifying notion of stochastic convex order. Then, in Section 7, we show how to immunize simply a liability cash flow product against convex shift factors of the term structure. It suffices to immunize its factors serially at the delivery dates of associated forward contracts. Finally, Section 8 illustrates the concepts with some examples.
Term structure of interest rates
Recall some basics of fixed-income securities and arbitrage-free pricing methodology as exposed in many excellent textbooks (Jarrow 1996 , Pliska 1997 , Panjer et al. 1998 ).
One considers a frictionless, competitive and discrete trading economy with trading dates { } , ,..., T and a bank account.
The zero coupon bond with maturity τ is the security that pays one unit at time τ . Its price at time t is a stochastic process (Figure 2 .2 is an interest/time diagram). 
Recall that a forward contract is a financial security obligating the purchaser to buy a commodity at a prespecified price, called forward price, and at a prespecified date, called delivery or expiration date. Since no money changes hands until delivery, the contract has zero value at the time it is initiated. The time s forward price of a forward contract issued on a zero coupon bond with maturity τ and delivery date t is denoted F s t
τ , where
τ τ = . Arbitrage-free pricing theory yields the basic relations (Jarrow 1996 , chap. 9, Pliska 1997 : (2.4)
For the current time s = 0 the forward price is simply denoted
Furthermore, one considers the yield rate at time s on a zero coupon bond with maturity τ , which is defined and denoted by 
, the polynomial ring is commutative with respect to the product operation. Though the sum of cash flows has an immediate and unique economic interpretation, the multiplication and factorization of cash flows can be given different alternative economic contents. We follow the proposal by Costa (1997) . Denoting by ) )( ( x h g * the economic product of the two cash flows ) (x g and ) (x h , we show in Section 4 that unless the term structure of interest rates is flat, the economic product is not commutative, that is
, and different in general from the ordinary cash flow product (
The main aim of the present chapter is to introduce new readers to this interesting new topic and continue the study of the non-commutative polynomial ring of cash flows initiated by Costa (1997) .
The economic multiplication and division of cash flows
Consider a cash flow
whose current arbitrage-free price (3.1) is from now on denoted by g P instead of c P . Given such a cash flow the following assumption is always made : Using the relations (2.9) and (2.10), one shows that, under this assumption, the value of ) (x g grows to ) (n ny g e P ⋅ at time n.
Consider now two cash flows
and
, is defined to be the finance instrument constructed in three steps as follows :
Step 1 : Compute the arbitrage-free price
and the forward price ) (n F h of a forward contract on ) (x h with maturity m n + and delivery date n such that
, where the last equality follows using (2.3).
Step 2 : Purchase ) (n F h units of cash flow ) (x g at time 0 with all the forward contracts prescribed under assumption (A).
Step 3 : Enter into
Step 1, along with all prescribed reinvestment forward contracts.
Since forward contracts are no-cost, the current arbitrage-free price of the defined investment is identical to the cost of the purchase in step 2, namely
The cash flow polynomial of this finance instrument must by the uniqueness of the price-discount function in Theorem 3.1 and (3.1) be equal to (use again (2.3)) :
By construction, the first cash flow matures at time n at the accumulated value ) (n ny g e P ⋅
. Through the contract in step 3, this amount is reinvested into ) (n ny g e P ⋅ units of ) (x h , which at time m n + mature at the value P e F n e g ny n h my n n m ) [ ]
) , as should be. This interpretation shows that a cash flow product is defined economically by investing in cash flows serially with all proceeds at maturity of one reinvested in the next (Figure 4 .1 is a diagram representing this construction). 
which corresponds to the cash flow polynomial
Besides these economic cash flow products, the cash flow 
and polynomial representation
The following result provides conditions on the forward rates of interest under which the above alternative cash flow products define the same investment. ( * )( ) ( * )( ) ; , } R x + ⋅ endowed with the ordinary commutative product
In general, the cash flow polynomial ring defines a non-commutative ring. It is only in the very special case of a flat term structure of interest rates that both rings are commutative and identical. However, in real-life economy, term structures ar never perfectly flat. Therefore, the cash flow polynomial ring is always a non-commutative ring. Proof The ring will be commutative if, and only if, the conditions (4.7) hold for all
. Obviously, this implies the flat
, which implies the second assertion. ◊ To conclude the present Section, let us illustrate the (economic) cash flow product construction with some examples, which are perceived to be of some practical relevance. , where
is a one-period discount bond. This economic cash flow product says that a future payment of one unit at time n can be realized as a current payment of n x units invested and reinvested in a series of one-period forward contracts at the forward yield rates
(b) The n-period interest-free loan of one unit, the polynomial . In the special case 3 = n , one has the simple factorization ) 
The probabilistic notions of duration and convexity
In traditional immunization theory, the (modified) duration and convexity of a cash flow
, the duration, and
Given a shift in the term structure of interest rates, that is the zerocoupon bond price curve changes from P t ( , ) τ to say P t
one is interested in approximations to the current shifted arbitragefree price
, which only depend on the initial term structure and the change in cash flow yield 
Mathematically, these formulas are just the first and second order Taylor approximations of the price-yield function ' ) (
In contrast to this, the modern probabilistic approach to immunization theory (Shiu 1988 , Uberti 1997 , Panjer et al. 1998 , ,..., such that 
It is not difficult to see that in general
, but the differences are usually negligible. Note that equality holds for flat term structures. Some theoretical advantages of the probabilistic approach to immunization theory will be emphasized in Section 6. Furthermore, simulation examples suggest that the approximations (5.5) outperform in accuracy the traditional ones (5.2). For these reasons, only the probabilistic approach is retained. Costa has obtained simple composition formulas for the analytical measures (5.1) applied to (economic) cash flow sums and products. We develop here their probabilistic counterparts, which are in accord with Costa's formulas and mathematically even more precise in their interpretation.
Besides the measures (5.4), which refer to the current time of valuation, we need notions of forward duration and convexity.
Given a non-negative cash flow 0 , ) ( 1 * * as a serial investment suggests that the total duration should be related to the sum of the forward durations of the factors, taken at the times when the corresponding forward contracts are delivered. 
On the other side, using (5.7) one gets
which after rearrangement is seen to be identical to (5.9). ◊
The duration of a sum of cash flows is related to the durations of the cash flow components through the following well-known linear weighted formula (Bühlmann and Berliner 1992, Section 6.7). 
where the last equality follows by using (5.8). ◊ Expressed in terms of (forward) cash flow risks, (5.8) and (5.13) are equivalent to the following mean and variance formulas : 
The forward cash flow risk of the factors are uncorrelated. In fact Theorem 7.1 shows that the cash flow risk of the product is the independent sum of these forward cash flow risks.
Convex order and immunization theory
In classical immunization theory (Panjer et al. 1998 , Section 3), one assumes that assets and liabilities are independent of interest rate movements. In the special situation studied in Hürlimann , due at dates { ,..., } 1 n , with time 0
are the current prices of the asset and liability flows. One is interested in the possible changes of the value of a portfolio at a time immediately following the current time 0 = t , under a change of the term structure of interest rates (TSIR) from
Immediately following the initial time, the post-shift change in value is given by
The classical immunization problem consists of finding conditions under which (6.2) is non-negative, and give precise bounds on this change of value in case it is negative. In the probabilistic setting of Section 5, the cash flow risks of the 
In view of (6.1) the normalization assumption 1 = = L A P P will be made throughout. The durations, convexities and the new M-square indices of the asset and liability cash flows are according to Section 5 defined by
In this setting, the change in portfolio value (6.2) identifies with the mean difference
, assumed in immunization theory, the sign of the difference (6.4) is best analyzed within the context of stochastic orders. The notion of convex order, as first propagated by Rothschild and Stiglitz (1970/71/72) , yields the simplest and most useful results.
and one of the following equivalent properties is fulfilled :
with probability one
The equivalence of (CX1), (CX2) and (CX4) is well-known from the literature (Kaas et al. 1994, Shaked and Shanthikumar 1994) . The equivalence of (CX2) and (CX3) follows immediately from the
using that the means are equal. The partial order induced by (CX3) has sometimes been called dilation order (Shaked 1980/82) .
Recall three main results in immunization theory. 
Proof This generalization of earlier results by Fong and Vasicek (1983a/83b ) (sufficient condition under constant shift factors) and Shiu (1988) (necessary condition under convex shift factors) has been first derived in Hürlimann (2002a) . ◊
In case the shift factor of the TSIR is not convex, immunization results can be obtained through generalization of the notion of convex function (see Hürlimann (2002b) for another extension).
Definition 6.2 Given are real numbers α and β , and an 
Proof This result by Uberti (1997) is a simple consequence of (CX1) in Definition 6.1. By assumption, one has the inequalities
, hence (6.6). ◊
Immunization of liability cash flow products
We discuss the immunization of liability cash flow products 
where ⊕ denotes the sum of independent random variables.
Proof This is shown in Appendix 2. ◊ This result reveals two interesting properties. Firstly, to immunize a liability cash flow product under convex shift factors, it suffices by Theorems 6.1 and 7.1 to immunize the factors serially at the delivery dates of the associated forward contracts. Secondly, the instructive proof of the relationship (7.1) identifies the asset and liability cash flow product risks as convolutions of the risks of the asset and liability factors. This new probabilistic representation of non-negative cash flow products explains mathematically the validity of the mean and variance formulas following Theorem 5.3.
Examples
In the framework of Section 6, let L be a given liability risk with support { ,..., } 1 n and probabilities q j n j , ,. 2) and is attained at the asset risk A with two atoms and probabilities 
(8.5) Therefore the maximum Shiu measure is alternatively described in terms of the liability duration and convexity by 
(8.8) The resulting Shiu measure turns out to be by (8.6) equal to the sum of the maximum Shiu measures of the component cash flow risks. Therefore, the immunization of a liability product is controlled by the immunization of its liability components.
Conclusions
Deterministic discrete-time cash flows have been identified with price-discount polynomial cash flows. The set of all polynomials, endowed with the ordinary addition and the economic product of cash flows, generates the abstract structure of a non-commutative polynomial ring. Therefore, cash flow analysis is reduced to the analysis of properties of an algebraic structure. As a single application, the immunization of liability cash flow products has been discussed. In particular, it has been shown that the immunization of a liability product can be controlled in a simple way by the immunization of its liability components using cash flow risks with maximum Shiu measures. The above new type of cash flow analysis deserves special attention in future work. It is an example of how abstract algebraic structures may become relevant in real-life economics. The future potential of "general algebra" in applications is in my opinion enormous. As a pillar of modern mathematics, its application in the insurance industry should not be neglected.
Appendix 1
Proof of Theorem 4.1
From the uniqueness representation Theorem 3.1 one has using (4.2), (4.4) that ) )( 
